
 

Project # 96852: Yao Ministry Support  
  

Vision  
With the support of this project, it is envisioned that at least one group of believers/church is 

formed by 2021 among the one remaining unreached, mainly Muslim, people group in Malawi, the 

Yao, worshipping Jesus in their own, culturally acceptable ways. By the grace of God, this will be 

achieved through personal/direct outreach and church planting efforts as well as the establishment of 

a Yao radio ministry and auxiliary ministries, which is in partnership with, and under the leadership 

of Operation Mobilisation (OM). It will provide further avenues for the gospel to penetrate the Yao 

community and create opportunities to engage in follow-up efforts on both personal and community 

levels.  

 

Background  
The Yao people group, with 13.4%, is the third largest ethnic group in Malawi (CIA World Factbook; 

July 2015 estimate), around 2.5 million people. Islam is listed as the fastest growing religion in Malawi 

(Pray for the World, 2015), with the Africa Muslim Agency providing funds for primary education, 

scholarships for tertiary students to study in Muslim nations, aid, mosque building and other means 

in promotion of Islam.  

Outreach efforts to the Yao by SIM missionaries have been in existence since the 1980s in Malawi, 

mainly in the areas of church planting and Bible translation. While the Bible translation was 

successfully completed and its distribution launched in 2014, the gospel hasn't yet reached especially 

into the Yao rural heartland in the districts of Mangochi and Machinga. Efforts by several mission 

agencies are under way, yet yield only limited fruit. Therefore, the Yao are listed by the IMB People 

Groups website as "engaged yet unreached".  

An important new aspect is that SIM Malawi will maybe have in the foreseeable future mainly 

missionaries from new contexts (e.g. currently from Ethiopia) being placed in this ministry. 

Perseverance, a willingness to sacrifice and awareness of spiritual warfare and readiness to engage in 

it, are attributes often found (yet not always and certainly not exclusively!) in missionaries from new 

contexts which in turn have very limited financial capacity to cover ministry related costs in addition 

to their personal support budget needs.  

 

Progress  
Outreach & Church Planting Ministry  

Outreach and discipling efforts since 2014 have resulted, by God’s grace, in the formation of some 

small groups in several villages (Namwera trading centre, Mponda, Kazembe Mataka, Kwitunji, 

Chiutula and Namantunda), Mponda being the biggest one with about 50+ participants.  

We also rejoice about a small home church of about a dozen members that meet every Sunday at 

the house of the Ethiopian SIM missionaries Abera Chemiso and Bizunesh Zeleke.  

In the reporting timeframe some new villages were visited (Luwalika, Mtuluko, Makanjira, Machembe, 

Najera, Afeka) with small beginnings through relationship building and opportunities to study the 

Bible with individuals a bit. Oftentimes these gatherings are formed along family lines, but very 

important is also the acceptance of these visits by local traditional chiefs that can lead to an open 

door in a whole community.  

Being the only SIM missionaries in this ministry, Abera and Bizunesh have prayed and expressed their 

wish to have a Malawian coworker. Their upcoming home assignment in October 2019 made the 

need even more urgent as we didn’t want to let this ministry to die down in their absence. With the 

support of this project we were finally able to employ Benson Banda since March 2019.  

Benson was one of the people whom Abera had discipled, baptized and trained further to reach the 

Yao. He feels God’s call to serve Him among this tribe. Benson moved with his family from the 

district town of Mangochi to Namwera.  

Now he travels daily together with Abera to reach out to the remote villages in the Yao heartland. 

Benson is originally a car mechanic by profession – which comes in handy, considering that they use 

one motorbike together on the rough dirt roads in the area.  



We praise God for blessing this ministry with Benson!  

 

Radio Lilanguka  

This is the logo of the radio station that is located on a compound in Mangochi owned by SIM and 

operated under Operation Mobilisation, a true ministry partnership in which even more partners are 

involved such as Liebenzeller Mission and AbRmedia. After starting to air for a few hours in the 4th 

quarter of 2017 it is now on air with a broad variety of programmes from 5am to 10pm daily since 

1st September 2018.  

Jesus said that a light should not be put under the table. It must be somewhere up so that it brings 

light into all corners of the house. Lilanguka stands for light in Chiyao, the language of the Yao tribe. 

So, the station or at least the antenna should be up somewhere on the hill. That’s the thing we are 

looking at these days. Provided we have funds for the extra costs. It is very convenient to send from 

the base station. However, FM does not go through hills. The villages in the mountains east and west 

of Mangochi town cannot receive our programs. How can we reach the whole of Mangochi District? 

The solution is a Malawi Telecom tower about 25km west of town. It’s up on a hill, 1100m above 

NN. The prognosis is that sending from up there would bring light to ‘all corners’ of Mangochi 

District. In addition, it would take our radio waves way into the neighboring districts of Balaka and 

Machinga to the west and south. The listenership could be doubled using the ‘hill solution’. Only that 

additional equipment is required to get the ‘waves’ to this tower. Telecom has indicated that we 

could put the antennas there for a reasonable rent. The problem, which is more difficult, is the 

power supply. We depend on a company using that same tower, that they will sell us some of their 

generator output. We haven’t started negotiations on this yet.  

One of the auxiliary ministries of the radio is the operation of a guesthouse that can partly house 

staff, but also accommodate any visitors.  

There is good progress on the building of the guesthouse. Presently the electrician and the plumber 

are putting their pipes in place so that the walls can be plastered.  

 

Storytime  
Article: The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few  

http://simmalawi.org/malawi-amoto-emagazine/volume-5-issue-3/theharvest-is-plentiful-

buttheworkersarefew.php  

 

Article: Reaching the unreached over the airwaves  

http://simmalawi.org/malawi-amoto-emagazine/volume-5-issue-3/reaching-the-unreached-over-the-

airwaves.php  

 

Outlook  

• Evangelism will continue, possibly adding new villages, with a focus on sharing the gospel 

with the traditional Yao chiefs who are usually very influential in the rural communities.  

• Discipling new believers will be another focus, aiming at identifying and developing leaders 

from among them.  

• Abera and Bizunesh will go on home assignment to Ethiopia in October. On the one hand 

their absence from the field needs to be prepared well, on the other hand the home 

assignment will provide an opportunity to talk to their sending church, the Ethiopian Kale 

Heywet Church (EKHC) about the sending of new long-term missionaries into this 

important ministry.  

• The construction of the guest house at the radio station will give opportunity for short term 

individuals and teams to come to help with the ministry.  

• Expanding the number of Yao programs on the radio to reach the minimum 70% target.  
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Prayer Requests  
Outreach & Church Planting Ministry  

• For the health of Abera and Bizunesh, especially Abera as he has some recurring health 

issues. In this remote area, health care options are extremely limited.  

• For their safety. Living as missionaries in a Muslim hotspot has its risks. May God protect 

them.  

• For the Banda family as they settle in Namwera, and especially Benson as he grows into the 

ministry and gets prepared to carry it on during Abera’s and Bizunesh’s home assignment.  

 

Radio Lilanguka  

• For continued funding to complete the started building project.  

• For lasting impact of the Christian messages in the hearts of many Muslim listeners.  

• For the technical and administrative preparations to expand the coverage of the radio to 

new areas.  

 


